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…Lead With Values 

 

”People for India” a social service organization that works for betterment of the society and contributes 
for the development of India has started on 04/23/10. 

With the efforts of Rohini Nagaram, finally we have designed our logo. 

PFI is all about bringing that persons, who are leaders, who can bring change, take 
role of developing a better society hence called as LEADER. Logo indicates 'I' / a 
person walking towards right side i.e., walking towards sun which implies walking 

towards progress and people following the leader towards progress. 

Team 
 

A small group had put their first step forward to start this organization. 
The intellect of this group yielded new horizons to provide the shape 
for the organization and defined the activities. Continued spirit with 
novel thoughts is the testimony of the activities being performed and 

stood for spreading the waves. 

PFI Stall at Diwali Celebratons 

Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much. PFI members 
worked together to spread the word of PFI’s mission arranging a stall at 
TACT Diwali Celebrations, 2011. 

Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress, and working 
together is success 

Swar Music Academy 

 Swar Music Academy -- A fund raiser started by PFI since one year, 
imparting Music to Students. We are able to manage PFI activities 
through Fund raisers... 



 
When we recognize that a better word for 
creativity in support of our causes. 

Power of giving: A single act of kindness throws out roots in all directions, and the roots spring up and 
make new trees. The greatest work that kindness does 

Mind Tree – A Foundation for Kids

PFI has started a
to kids based on 8 intelligences.

Visual
Bodily*
 
Vasavi Chakilam, Our member and teacher at Mind Tree with kids.
great initiation was done by Mallikarjun Prasad Munduru.

 

Face Book – Page: People For India

We are 
profound effects in terms of how people can learn from each other, and 
how they can achieve the kind of freedoms that they're interested in.

With the help of Jaya Nagaram, we have set up facebook account, one 
reach us for updates at 

http://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/People

Project Elocution 

PFI conducted 

Eagles don't flock 
born, they are made. And they are made just like anything else, through 
hard work. And that's the price we'll have to pay to achieve that goal, or 
any goal."

PFI invested its first step to finding could be leaders through conducting Elocution.
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When we recognize that a better word for Fundraising is “friend raising,” we open limitless doors to 
 

Power of giving: A single act of kindness throws out roots in all directions, and the roots spring up and 
make new trees. The greatest work that kindness does to others is that it makes them kind themselves

A Foundation for Kids 

PFI has started a Pre-school for raising funds and imparting education 
to kids based on 8 intelligences. 

Visual * Verbal*Logical* Musical *  
Bodily* Interpersonal* Intrapersonal* Spatial Intelligences

Vasavi Chakilam, Our member and teacher at Mind Tree with kids.
great initiation was done by Mallikarjun Prasad Munduru.

Page: People For India 

We are great believers that any tool that enhances communication has 
profound effects in terms of how people can learn from each other, and 
how they can achieve the kind of freedoms that they're interested in.

With the help of Jaya Nagaram, we have set up facebook account, one 
reach us for updates at  

http://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/People-for-India-PFI/146994558706781

conducted Elocution across Andhra Pradesh in ten schools.

Eagles don't flock - you have to find them one at a time. "Leaders aren't 
born, they are made. And they are made just like anything else, through 
hard work. And that's the price we'll have to pay to achieve that goal, or 
any goal." 

ed its first step to finding could be leaders through conducting Elocution. 

Mar 2012 

Fundraising is “friend raising,” we open limitless doors to 

Power of giving: A single act of kindness throws out roots in all directions, and the roots spring up and 
to others is that it makes them kind themselves 

school for raising funds and imparting education 

Spatial Intelligences 

Vasavi Chakilam, Our member and teacher at Mind Tree with kids. This 
great initiation was done by Mallikarjun Prasad Munduru. 

that any tool that enhances communication has 
profound effects in terms of how people can learn from each other, and 
how they can achieve the kind of freedoms that they're interested in. 

With the help of Jaya Nagaram, we have set up facebook account, one can 

PFI/146994558706781  

ten schools. 

you have to find them one at a time. "Leaders aren't 
born, they are made. And they are made just like anything else, through 
hard work. And that's the price we'll have to pay to achieve that goal, or 

http://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/People-for-India-PFI/146994558706781
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Values -- Tenets 
 At every turn when there has been an imbalance of power, the truth 
questioned, or our beliefs and values distorted, the change required to restore 
our nation has always come from the bottom up from our people. 

To us success means effectiveness in the world, that we are able to carry our 
ideas and values into the world -- that we are able to change it in positive ways. 

With efforts of Umakanth Pannal, we are able to deliver two tenets.  They are 

• Refuse*Reduce*Recycle* Reuse Plastic 
• Follow Traffic Rules 

PFI Sponsored Carom Championship 
 

 PFI has sponsored the Carom Championship prizes conducted by 
Woodbury Indian Association during Sankranthi Celebrations 2012. 

PFI congratulates winners of the competition. 

 

 

In Recognition of Members’ Services to PFI:  
Giving opens the way for receiving. The only ones among us who will be really happy are those who 
have sought and found how to serve. 

Manohar Jakkula 
Meet our Global treasurer Manohar Jakkula, A thankful heart is not only the 
greatest virtue, but the parent of all the other virtues.  A good head and good 
heart are formidable combination. He stood for the cause and we remember his 
responsibility as contribution to the society. 
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Umakanth Pannal 
 Meet Umakanth Pannal, who have delivered two valuable 
tenets, for us to follow. They are 

• Refuse*Reduce*Recycle* Reuse Plastic 
• Follow Traffic Rules 

 
He is the person who understands, the values and we 
appreciate his judgement in formalizing the Tenets. 

 

Sreedhar Gopishetty 
Meet Sreedhar Gopishetty, who bagged Top Contributor Award – Q4 2011 presented by PFI.  

He did all the good he can, in all the ways he can, in all the places he can, 
at all the times he can, by 

• Purchasing water purifiers, distributing to the members for 
donating to Needy Schools 

• Purchasing  Elocution material, distributed to all the members for 
conduct Elocution across Schools of Andhra Pradesh 

• Ordering the prints of SmartWaves, distributing to members, 
who in turn can distribute to Children at Schools. 
He has been the medium for PFI to penetrate into people of India. 

Rohini Nagaram 
 
 Rohini Nagaram already bagged Top Contributor Award for Q1 2011. 
Genius is essentially creative; it bears the stamp of the individual 
who possesses it.  

She has yet another feather in her hat, designed logo of PFI. 
She is one of the lead for Project Patronize. 
 

Jaya Nagaram 
Jaya Nagaram, has a provided us medium to communicate to the world by 
designing a page People For India on facebook. 

That is true culture which helps us to work for the social betterment of all. 
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Vasavi Chakilam 
 

Vasavi Chakilam a true women of substance and spirited, a 
perfectionist, our Mind Tree Teacher.  

The world is a classroom and life is a memorable teacher – for 
those who are prepared to learn. She is good example like a bell 
that calls many to Temple.  

She helped PFI to strengthen through FUND RAISER. 

Members in India has contributed through services by conducting Elocution. 
How wonderful it is, if nobody waits a single moment before starting to improve the world? 

Joy can be real only if people look upon their life as a service, and have a definite object in life outside 
themselves and their personal happiness. 

See our members have started contributing through efforts finding the real joy by serving people. 

 

Sandeep Veera Yadiki 
• Contributed by donating water purifier on 

behalf of PFI 
• Also conducted Elocution competition in 

schools 

 

Venkatesh Thirunagari  
• This photograph is taken when he is 

donating Water Purifier as Member of PFI 

 

Harish Chintala 
• Helped us tie with Sahasra Foundation on 

SmartWaves, our program partners. 
• Introduced Manikanta who conducted 

Elocution completion in one school. 
• This photograph is taken when he is 

donating Water purifier on behalf of PFI to 
a school 
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Suma Uppuluri and Divya 
• This photograph is taken when she is 

conducting the Elocution Competition. 

 

Manikanth P 
• This photograph is taken when he is 

conducting Elocution Competition 
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